Abstract. Based on a modelling technique to calculate the thermal influence of a single vessel segment, a combination of segments representing a vessel tree is presented. At segment junctions the blood temperature is passed with a correction for a single vessel artefact. Blood leaving the modelled arterial vessel network at a junction or at the end of a terminal branch need not be equilibrated with the local surrounding tissue temperature. The thermal effect of this equilibration process can be taken into account using the 'sink set'. Blood entering a venous vessel tree is given an inflow temperature based on the tissue temperatures in the 'sample set'. With these sets we model the thermal impact of the vasculature too small to be taken into account discretely. The formation of the sink/sample sets is subject of current research; to show the capabilities of the presented method we present a minimal simulation collection with cube-shaped sets in combination with limited vasculature. The results of using the entire simulation volume as sink and sample sets for all the terminal branches matches the reference temperature profile best.
Introduction
A treatment planning system for hyperthermia must comprise a thermal model. Such a model has to take conductive as well as convective heat transport into account. In order for the model to describe the convective heat transport due to blood flow correctly, vessels must be simulated discretely (Crezee et al 1991 . Several models exist which can calculate the thermal behaviour of simple single vessel segments (Chato 1980 , Baish et al 1986a , b, Lagendijk et al 1984 , Huang et al 1994 , Zhu and Weinbaum 1995 . The model of Mooibroek and Lagendijk (1991) can simulate a vessel tree but imposes (impractical) limitations on the vessel geometries (owing to the way in which the vessels are included in the simulation grid). Baish (1994) developed a statistical (analytical/numerical) technique to calculate steady-state temperature distributions in tissue including complete vascular trees. This method utilizes a Green function which has to be evaluated numerically or can be given analytically for simple situations. This method lacks the possibility for the inclusion of tissue heterogeneities which definitely must be included in a model which is to be used in hyperthermia treatment planning. Kotte et al (1996) presented a technique used for modelling single vessel segments. The accuracy of the single segment description in combination with different grid resolutions and counter-current segments was studied by Van Leeuwen et al (1997a, b) . In order to model a (realistic) branching vessel network several of these vessel segments must be connected through a tree topology.
In this paper we present the methods used in our DIscrete VAsculature (DIVA) thermal model to extend our vessel segment description (Kotte et al 1996) to a genuine vessel tree description, retaining the advantages of the geometrical description: ease of manipulation (creation of vessels, shifting, rotating), independence of tissue voxel resolution, compatibility with MRA vessel reconstruction software and ready accommodation of a wide range of vascular geometries (strong curvature, changing diameter). Part of this extension from single segments to trees is also the formulation of a method of dealing with blood reaching the end of the terminal vessel segments before thermal equilibration is reached.
Methods
The construction of vessel tree structures based on the single segment description (Kotte et al 1996) is presented. Because this relies heavily on the single segment description we will summarize the key concepts and add the modelling of segment joints.
Single segment description
A vessel segment in the model corresponds to a tube-like part of a vessel without any branching points. A model segment is defined by a three-dimensional curve and a diameter. Both are defined independently of the calculation grid which implements the modelled tissue. Positions of vessel segments as well as the voxels within the tissue grid can be referenced using the same reference frame. Inside a segment we assume a fully developed blood flow (Kays and Crawford 1980) which justifies the use of the blood 'mixing cup' temperature (Lagendikj 1982 , Chato 1990 ). Just as the tissue is split up into voxels we discretize the vessel segment into so-called 'buckets'. Each bucket holds one sample of the (mixing cup) blood temperature and represents a small section of the segment. The bucket length is denoted by l b . With the aid of an analytical expression for a circular symmetric situation, the heat flow between a bucket and the surrounding tissue is calculated after sampling the tissue temperature in the voxels of the so-called 'estimation set'. The heat flowing into the bucket is extracted from the 'exchange set': tissue voxels whose centres are located inside the vessel (in the global coordinate system). In the case of vessels that are small compared with the tissue resolution, the voxels through which the heart line of the bucket runs are used to form the exchange sets. In all cases the exchange set voxels are located as close as possible to the location of the tissue-vessel interface in world coordinates and neighbour estimation set voxels. The bucket temperature is adjusted according to the heat flow after an interpolation of bucket heat flows is applied, accounting for the flowing behaviour of the blood. As the modelling of a segment junction is tightly bound to the way in which the blood flow is implemented we will describe this part of the model somewhat more elaborately.
Blood flow.
First the heat flow between a vessel segment and its surrounding tissue is calculated. After this calculation the bucket temperatures have to be updated and the blood must 'flow'. When the blood flows for a certain amount of time, δt, the temperature profile must be shifted over a certain distance δl = v δt, in which v is the average blood velocity in a vessel cross section. An iteration step in the program corresponds to a true time step δt, making this program suitable for modelling transient behaviour.
The blood temperature profile is sampled at the locations of the bucket centres. To assess the blood temperature in between the bucket centres we perform a linear interpolation. The same holds for the heat flow rate density calculated for every blood sample (bucket) individually. Consider two adjacent buckets indexed by i and i + 1 located along the vessel at l i and l i+1 (with l i < l i+1 ) respectively. Based on the temperatures at these locations we can calculate the heat flow rate densities φ i and φ i+1 . Within this interval the heat flow rate density can be given as a function of the location l along the vessel
During a time step the blood located at l i will be displaced along the vessel over a distance δl = v δt. If the global time step would result in a shift over multiple buckets, sub time steps are used which impose a shift of less than the length of a bucket, so δl l b . On average the blood originating from l i is subjected to the heat flow rate density φ i,δ
Once all the bucket temperatures have been updated according to the averaged heat flow rate density φ i,δ for every individual bucket i, the total mixing cup temperature profile has to be shifted to mimic the flow behaviour. The blood temperature array can be addressed like a function with an index x in the range [0, 1]:
The temperature between two sample points is calculated by linear interpolation.
The shift can be directed forward, x → x + δx, or backward, x → x − δx (in the case of veins). We will only show the first; the second is very similar. A schematic picture of this shift procedure is given in figure 1. Given the total length of the segment L, the relative shift is given by δx = δl/L = v δt/L. Before shifting the total temperature profile, the temperature of the incoming blood, T new , has to be specified. This is implemented by virtually extending the blood temperature array to the range (−∞, 1] resulting in T (−∞,1] The shift results in new values for the samples of the array and a single value 'shifted out' T out . The outflow temperatures of all the possible sub time steps taken during one global time step are averaged in order to produce the outflow temperature of a segment for the global time step.
Entrance and exit effects.
The principle of energy conservation must hold for the interaction between vasculature and tissue: the heat removed from the tissue must equal the heat added to a vessel segment
Removed from tissue = Added to vasculature with N the number of buckets in the segment under investigation. Updating the blood temperature samples according to the interpolated heat flow rate densities φ i,δ leaves us with the term 1 2 δ/ l b φ 1 (which is not accounted for). We impose this heat flow rate density term on the in-flowing blood T new as if there is a bucket 0: the one before the first. This ensures that the calculation for the first bucket's value of a segment is consistent with the calculation used for all the other buckets.
The heat flow interpolation methods work well when disregarding the last bucket of a segment. Because it lacks a next neighbour, the (δ/2l b )φ i+1 part of equation (2) is missing, causing a low averaged heat flow rate φ N,δ = ((2l b − δl)/2l b )φ N . The updated last bucket's temperature is too low due to this artefact, inducing a raised local equilibration length which can be observed in all the results of Kotte et al (1996) .
Segment endings
When the endpoint of a segment is located inside the simulation volume, blood has to be exchanged. Two kinds of blood flow interfaces are possible: the segment exchanges blood with connected segments or with the surrounding tissue. The model also allows a mixed interface: the total flow of the child segments does not add up to the blood flow in the segment itself. First we will describe the two interfaces and later we will handle the mixed case separately.
Segment-segment interface.
Two segments p and c are connected when the endpoint of p is the same as the start-point of c in the global coordinate system; c is referred to as a child segment of p, or reversed p is the parent segment of c. In the program there is no limit to the number of child segments for a single parent. In figure 2 a parent with two child segments is depicted. Here we will describe the case where the sum of the child flows does equal the parent flow. The sign of the blood flow, discriminating between arteries and veins, must be the same for parent and child segments: it is not possible to connect an artery to a vein directly. The temperature of the blood flowing out of an arterial parent segment becomes the blood inflow temperature of all its child segments. The inflow blood temperature for a venous parent segment is obtained from the 'flow-averaged outflow blood temperature' of all its child segments. The blood exchange between segments might lead to local deviations in the blood temperature when the bucket length l b is not the same for parent and child segments. The inflow temperature of a segment is handled as if it is the value of extra buckets outside the segment, as described in section 2.1.1. However, one does not expect to encounter this problem because l b is generally chosen to approximate the voxel size of the tissue simulation grid.
A problem with a vessel-segment junction can be the formation of the estimation and exchange set, especially when l b of the child segment is small relative to the diameter of the parent. Due to our implementation, the temperatures found in the exchange set have lost their physical meaning as tissue temperatures because they are used to extract the heat flowing from tissue into the bucket. Therefore it is not allowed for an exchange set voxel to be included in an estimation set. The buckets near a vessel segment connection might therefore not be able to form an estimation set. If this is the case then the corresponding bucket will have no thermal interaction with the surrounding tissue. This situation occurs when a bucket of one segment is contained in a bucket of another segment. The thermal influence of the local blood is handled through the larger one of the two buckets.
Segment-tissue interface.
Whenever blood crosses the vessel-tissue boundary at the end of a vessel segment, there must be an interaction with the surrounding tissue. For a venous segment, the blood inflow temperature has to be established from the local tissue temperature. Blood leaving an arterial segment will generally have a temperature unequal to the local tissue temperature and needs to equilibrate with the tissue temperature. To assess the tissue temperature around the end of a vessel segment we introduce the so-called 'sink set'. This sink set is a collection of tissue voxels which can be chosen freely for each individual segment. A sink set is schematically depicted in figure 3. The geometry of the set is not limited to a sphere, nor does it have to enclose the endpoint of the corresponding segment. A sink set is supposed to model the thermal impact of vasculature too small to be modelled discretely, and should therefore enclose the region perfused by the blood in the associated segment. The sink set is used to thermally equilibrate the outflowing arterial blood with its associated tissue. For this procedure we use a modified local heat sink. All the voxels in this sink set are given an extra perfusion equal to the blood flow (from the segment) into the tissue (ϕ tis ) divided by the number of voxels present in the sink set. This perfusion together with the outflow temperature of the vessel segment and the local voxel temperature act as a local heat sink. This strategy is a true implementation of the well known Pennes (1948) bio-heat equation: we use the local blood temperature T art out and the local tissue temperature together with the local blood flow to calculate the amount of heat which has to be exchanged with every tissue voxel separately. This implementation contrasts with the conventional use of the bio-heat equation where a single blood flow value in combination with a static arterial blood temperature is used.
For a venous segment we use a so-called 'sample set', which is merely used to sample the tissue for its temperature. The average temperature found in the sample set is taken as the inflow temperature of the venous segment.
Mixed interface.
The blood flow can be specified for each segment individually so blood flow conservation at a segment junction is not imposed by the program, yielding the possibility to model the thermal impact of side branches too small to be modelled discretely separate from the main branch to which they are connected. When the total blood flow into the child segments is not equal to the blood flow in the parent segment, a combination of the two interfaces described above is used. This implies that every segment junction can have a sink/sample set because there is no constant vessel blood flow constraint imposed by the model. The sign of the tissue blood flow ϕ tis must be the same as that of the associated parent flow ϕ p so there are no sample sets in an arterial vessel tree and there are no sink sets in a venous vessel tree. 
This construction allows the simulation of the bleed-off in a tapered vessel segment by connection of several segments with changing diameter and blood flow. The thermal impact of the bleed-off on the tissue can be modelled by means of the sink/sample geometries.
Heat balance
When vasculature exchanges blood with the surrounding tissue inside the modelled volume, special care must be taken of the overall heat balance. This heat balance can be obtained for the modelled volume by comparing the following terms:
(i) The power deposition inside the simulated volume.
(ii)The heat flow over the conductive interface at the edges of the simulated volume. (iii) The heat flow by means of convection. The only convective interfaces implemented in our model are vessels crossing the modelled volume boundary.
When the blood flux flowing into the volume through the arteries equals the blood flux out of the volume through the veins, the sum of terms (ii) and (iii) must equal term (i). In this situation blood leaving the arterial tree somewhere in the volume must enter the venous tree at a different location inside the volume. Without special precautions this can disturb the heat balance because the inflow temperature of the venous segment need not be equal to the tissue temperature to which the artery is equilibrated.
With the use of our sink/sample sets we can obtain a correct heat balance by using the arterial sink set also in the role of the venous sample set producing the inflow temperature of the corresponding vein. However, this does not guarantee a correct tissue temperature profile: all the different possible sets constructed this way yield a correct heat balance but certainly do not all result in the same (correct) tissue temperature field. If a venous tree runs countercurrent to the arterial tree the corresponding vein of an artery can be identified easily, but in other situations we have to rely on more general methods. The formation of these sets is the subject of current research and in the presented experiments we will use a general rule for the set construction.
Inhomogeneous perfusion
In the foregoing sections the perfusion in the sink/sample sets was assumed homogeneous. However, these sink/sample sets can comprise several tissue types each having their own perfusion. Our model can account for a voxel-based perfusion distribution. This distribution assigns (relative) perfusion levels to all the voxels in the sink/sample sets. Blood flowing out of a segment is distributed over all the voxels in the sink set according to their individual perfusions. The inflow temperature of a venous segment is calculated as a weighted average of the tissue temperatures found in the sample set with the perfusion levels used as the weights.
A perfusion distribution as mentioned above can be obtained from MR perfusion measurements. An MR perfusion map (Le Bihan 1995) can also be used to assign the blood flow values to the terminating segments when the sink/sample set is constructed. From the blood flow in the terminating branches, the flow values of all the other segments in the same vessel tree can be calculated if the bleed-off at all the segment junctions is known. The model does not impose a strategy of establishing the blood flows in the modelled vessel segments; it is left to the user to furnish these values (for instance from blood flow measurements or perfusion measurements).
The model allows several ways to account for the tissue perfusion:
(i) Inclusion of the ordinary Pennes (1948) heat sink term.
(ii) Inclusion of discrete vasculature which is detailed enough to ensure the thermal equilibration of blood in the terminal branches with the surrounding tissue. The density of the terminal segment end-point distribution together with the blood flow in these terminal segments determine the perfusion level.
(iii) Inclusion of limited vasculature together with sink/sample sets associated with the terminal branches. The distribution of these sink/sample sets over the volume together with the blood flow in the associated terminal segments set the perfusion level.
(iv) Inclusion of a perfusion map in combination with sink/sample sets providing an extra refinement of the perfusion distribution over the ordinary sink/sample set inclusion.
In the simulations described in section 4 we compared the above-mentioned perfusion inclusion methods for one class of automatically added sink/sample sets.
Segment connection simulations
In order to test the strategies used to connect vessel segments we performed a numerical experiment simulating a single vessel embedded in a coaxial tissue cylinder similar to the experiments described by Kotte et al (1996) . The vessel segment is split into several segments each having just one child segment. On the edge of the tissue cylinder, constant temperature boundary conditions are applied. To eliminate the influence of the tissue discretization on the results we choose a tissue cylinder with a minimal diameter of two times the voxel width, leaving space for central exchange set voxels. The vessel and the coaxial tissue cylinder run parallel to the grid z-axis. The vessel diameter equals the voxel width in the xy-plane. The voxels through which the vessel runs, the exchange set voxels, have as neighbours 'constant temperature' voxels, some of which also serve as the estimation set voxels. The vessel location relative to the grid is schematically depicted in figure 5. With this set-up all the voxels of the estimation set have a constant temperature. The tissue cylinder with the constant temperature boundary conditions effectively has a radius equal to the voxel width. Without loss of generality we set the inflow blood temperature at 0 K and the constant temperature on the outside of the tissue cylinder at 1 K. For the geometry described the temperature profile of the blood inside the vessel can be calculated analytically and is expressed by the following equation
The thermal equilibration length, L eq , is defined as the length after which the temperature difference between the vessel and the constant tissue temperature at distance R from the centre of the vessel has diminished by a factor e. For a given tissue cylinder and boundary conditions, L eq is characteristic for the vessel with its blood flow. For the set-up used, L eq is given (Kotte et al 1996, appendix A2) by
The parameters used are shown in table 1 resulting in L eq = 0.029 75 m. The modelled vessel is divided into three sections with lengths of 30 mm, 40 mm and 30 mm respectively. The mean blood velocity in the three segments is set to the same value as used for the single segment vessel. The simulation with these parameters was continued until steady state was reached.
The axial blood temperature profile is shown in figure 6 . The profile coincides with the theoretically expected result if we allow an error margin of 1%. The interpolation artefact at the end of every segment does not negatively affect the values found in the next segments.
Vessel tree simulations
To investigate the possibilities of the model handling an incomplete description of the vasculature we modelled a purely artificial situation: a perfused tissue volume heated by a central power deposition. The perfusion is modelled by a full vasculature as well as by an incomplete vasculature with added sink/sample sets. The entire volume is perfused by the full vasculature. For comparison we have also included the results of a pure 'heat sink' simulation. Figure 6 . Temperature profile of three connected segments. The error in the last bucket's averaged heat flow rate φ N,δ (influencing the segment outflow temperature) is compensated for in the first bucket of the child segment and does not negatively affect the temperature profile of the child segments.
The simulated tissue volume is a cube with a side of 0.06 m. The tissue thermal conductivity k tis , specific heat c tis and the density ρ tis are set to a homogeneous value for the total volume. The values of the parameters used are given in table 2. The tissue cube is heated by a power deposition in the central cubic subvolume with sides of 0.04 m. We apply constant temperature boundary conditions of 0 K to the edges of the simulated volume.
The total volume is divided into two regions as shown in figure 7. These two regions have perfusions that differ by a factor of 2; the lowest value is 10.5 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 while the other region has a perfusion of 21.0 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . This perfusion can be accounted for in many different ways, a few of which are investigated to assess the impact of the choice for the sink/sample sets on the resulting temperature profile. Figure 7 . Total simulation volume split into two differently perfused regions. The lower half of the volume is uniformly perfused with 21.0 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 ; the perfusion value of the upper half amounts 10.5 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . The dot indicates the entrance point of the vessel trees.
All simulations were run until no change in the resulting tissue temperature profile could be noticed. Only stationary situations were considered, transient behaviour was not examined.
Vasculature
The discrete vasculature used for the modelled perfusion of the two regions in our volume can only be taken into account down to a certain diameter. Given such a complete vasculature we can remove all the vessel segments with a diameter below a given limit and replace those segments with sink and sample sets. The sink/sample sets will not show the same effective conductivity behaviour (Chen and Holmes 1980 , Weinbaum and Jiji 1985 , Baish et al 1986a , Lagendijk and Mooibroek 1986 , Charny et al 1990 as the smaller vessel segments they replace. Differences between the simulations with the full vasculature and the stripped vasculature are therefore expected. We do not aim to present the perfect replacement for the missing vasculature or even the most ideal choices of sink and sample sets, we just aim to demonstrate the capabilities of the program and show the impact of the choices on the resulting temperature profile. We have verified that the arterial blood reaches equilibrium when the tissue temperatures are set to a constant value of 1 K for the total simulation time. This is a minimal restriction for thermal equilibration.
For all simulations with this full vasculature we included minimal sink sets: the last bucket's estimation set of a terminal arterial segment. The tissue temperatures surrounding the endpoints of the venous terminal branches were taken as the venous inflow temperature by choosing the estimation set of the last bucket to serve as the sample set. This choice of minimal sink and sample sets was justified by the heat balance calculation for this simulation. The conductive and convective heat removal added up to the total power deposited inside the volume within 1%. The venous endpoints were located near the corresponding (countercurrent) arterial endpoints, yielding the correct heat balance. 
Stripped vasculature.
The efficacy of using sink and sample sets to describe the thermal effect of the smallest vessels is investigated using a full vasculature simulation as reference result. We reduced the diameter range for the arterial vessel tree to [1.5, 0.3] mm spanning only four generations with a total length of 0.9 m leading to 50 terminal branches; the stripped arterial tree is depicted in figure 9 . The venous tree was stripped to the range [3.0, 0.6] mm spanning four generations with a total length of 0.9 m leaving 47 terminal branches. This reduction was done by simply removing all the segments which had a diameter outside the given range. The blood flow in the root segments is determined by the average perfusion level and is therefore the same for the stripped vasculature and the full vasculature. On all vessel junctions blood flow conservation is applied.
The removed vessel segments are replaced by sink and sample sets. We have chosen to consider only sets with a cube geometry. The dimensions of the sink/sample cubes were taken a factor 10 smaller than the corresponding dimension of the total volume. In total 10 3 of these cubes cover the volume. The full vasculature perfuses the total volume. The stripped vasculature also perfuses the entire volume: the union of all the sets is equal to the total simulated volume. A cube is associated with a terminal segment when the endpoint of the segment was located inside the cube. All cubes not containing an endpoint of a terminal segment were associated with the closest terminal segment. The set-segment connection process was performed for the arterial and venous trees separately. All simulations included the perfusion distribution as described in section 2.4.
When modelling a limited vasculature including sink sets, the perfusion in these sets has to match the blood flow in the terminal branches to which they are connected, this leads to two simulation set-ups:
Flow defined (FlowDef) . Based on the (measured) blood flow in a terminating branch together with the volume of the total connected set, the perfusion contribution of this branch to the connected volume can be calculated. The blood flow in the vasculature is the dominant parameter used to determine the perfusion distribution in the modelled volume.
Perfusion defined (PerfDef) . Based on the (measured) tissue's perfusion in the sink set of a terminal branch, the blood flow in the corresponding vessel branch can be calculated. This sets the blood flow in all the terminating branches and, together with the conservation of blood flow on the vessel-segment junctions, defines the blood flow in the entire vessel trees. In this case the perfusion in the modelled volume is the dominant parameter which defines the blood flow in the discretely modelled vasculature.
With our choice for the sink/sample sets both FlowDef and PerfDef set-ups were used. If the sink/sample sets are connected to terminal segments with defined blood flows, an effective perfusion can be calculated. The blood flow in a terminal segment is equal to the perfusion in the associated sink/sample set.
In the FlowDef simulation large deviations in effective tissue perfusion were noticed while the full vasculature simulation was set up to include only two perfusion values. The lowest encountered effective perfusion is 0.358 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 while the largest value is 773 ml (100 g) −1 min −1 . The PerfDef simulation takes the intended two perfusion values into account but here the resulting blood flows in the terminating branches spread over a large interval: [3.74 × 10 −10 , 2.73 × 10 −7 ] m 3 s −1 . These broad ranges are caused by the fact that the distribution of end points of the terminal branches in the stripped vasculature does not reflect the local perfusion and the set connection process is not able to correct for this. The resulting temperature profiles are expected to be more heterogeneous than the reference profile.
A straightforward choice for the sink/sample geometry is the use of the whole volume shared by all the terminal branches: the entire volume is connected to every terminating branch (with the inclusion of the relative perfusion map). This set-up is also simulated and will be addressed as:
Cube1. Every terminating branch is connected to every tissue voxel, hereby perfusing the total volume. In this simulation we use the FlowDef blood flows which are expected to be more or less equal for the terminal segments of a tree, making this simulation also compatible with the PerfDef set-up. The inflow temperatures for all the terminal venous segments are the same and equal to the average tissue temperature in the total volume.
No discrete vasculature.
We also modelled the volume without discrete vasculature. The thermal influence of the blood was modelled by using the heat sink term as described by Pennes (1948) . The local temperature inhomogeneities surrounding individual vessel segments cannot be modelled in this simulation, so the results serve as a worst-case small vessel replacement scenario and will be addressed as HeatSink.
Results
The full vasculature simulation yielded a temperature profile from which we extracted a yz-slice; the axes are indicated in figure 7 .
The temperature slice is depicted in figure 10 showing a higher temperature in the lowperfusion (upper left) region. The dark spots indicate the locations of the relatively cool arterial vasculature. The maximum tissue temperature reached in this simulation was 7.61 K, while the mean tissue temperature in the heated volume was 3.37 K. The result of the simulation incorporating the full discrete vasculature will be addressed as the 'reference temperature profile'. The high-perfusion region is the top left half. The simulation results can be compared with the reference profile using the calculation of the absolute difference on a voxel by voxel basis. From this absolute difference profile a cumulative temperature difference volume histogram can be produced. Voxels in the modelled volume that are members of an exchange set can have pseudo temperatures (Kotte et al 1996) . The temperatures found in these voxels relative to temperature in the neighbouring voxels, located outside the vessel, correspond to the heat exchange between the vessel and the surrounding tissue. For this reason we excluded those voxels from subsequent analysis. The voxels outside the heated region were excluded as well.
In figure 11 a slice of the absolute temperature difference profile between the FlowDef and the reference situation is shown. The largest differences are located in an arterial (full vasculature) segment which is not present in the stripped tree. The full vasculature simulation uses these points as exchange set members causing the corresponding voxels in the reference temperature profile to have a low pseudo temperature (as can be seen in figure 10 ). The corresponding pseudo differences are not included in the following histograms.
The results given in figure 12 show the cumulative absolute temperature difference volume histograms of the various simulations. From these data we extracted T 90 and T 10 : the absolute temperature difference which was exceeded in 90%, respectively 10%, of all the voxels within the heated volume (see table 3 ). Both figure 12 and table 3 clearly show that of the tested situations Cube1 gives the best replacement of the complete vasculature. In this simulation 90% of the heated volume has an absolute difference in temperature, relative to the standard temperature profile, smaller than 0.94 K indicated by T 10 . The HeatSink simulation, without any discrete vasculature, produced the worst results. This is due to the fact that the discrete vasculature (even the larger segments present in the stripped vasculature), together with its resulting temperature heterogeneity, is absent.
The superiority of Cube1, within the shown class of sink/sample sets, can be explained as follows. The part of the volume where there is no power deposition is perfused by the full vasculature and is therefore also taken into account in the sink/sample sets. This nonheated region is far larger and has a lower temperature than the heated core. When the 10 of the non-heated region while more centrally located terminal branches can share a single sink/sample set cube. This explains the enormous spread in effective perfusion levels seen in the FlowDef situation and the spread in terminal branch blood flow for the PerfDef case. In the Cube1 simulation the perfusion of the periphery is shared by all the terminal branches of the stripped tree. This is compatible with the full vasculature where the branches are too small to be included in the stripped tree perfuse the entire region, hereby distributing the effect of the outer region over all the full vasculature branches which are turned into terminal branches by the stripping process.
Heat balance.
The heat balance of a simulation is given by the power deposition minus the heat removed by conduction and convection. The error in the heat balance dHB will be expressed relative to the power deposition.
For the full vasculature situation dHB = −0.79%; the minus sign indicates that the removal of heat was greater than the power deposited. The simulations FlowDef and PerfDef had relative heat balance errors of −3.39% and −2.13 × 10 −4 % respectively. For the FlowDef simulation the effective tissue perfusion is defined by the blood flow in the terminal branches and the associated sink/sample set. The effective perfusion as taken into account by the arterial vessel tree is slightly different from the one associated with the venous vessel tree causing the minor heat imbalance. In the PerfDef situation the effective perfusion is the same for the arterial and venous vessel trees resulting in a (nearly) perfect heat balance.
For Cube1 we found a relative heat balance error of 4.6 × 10 −3 %. There is only one sink and sample set, the total volume, which is used by every terminal segment guaranteeing a correct heat balance.
Discussion
The presented method for vessel segment connection shows the same (correct) behaviour as the single segment's implementation. The difficulty in interpolating heat flow rates across vessel segments is adequately handled in the child segments.
The inclusion of the sink and sample sets models (part of) the thermal effect of the 'missing vasculature'. There is no general rule for the construction of these sets; this is the subject of current research. In this paper we have concentrated on cube geometries offering an easy possibility to cover the total volume with the union of all the sink sets. This volume equality stems from the fact that the modelled vasculature perfuses the total modelled volume. Within the class of cube sets the least fancy set-up yields the best result: the entire volume serves as one sink/sample set shared by all terminal branches. In this case the volume flow weighted average of the outflowing arterial temperature is used as the arterial temperature in a heat sink term modelling the perfusion of the volume. This constitutes a combination of the Pennes (1948) bio-heat equation with the inclusion of the known discrete vasculature. The venous inflow temperature is obtained by volume flow weighted averaging of all the tissue temperatures.
The small difference between the simulation with the perfusion defined by the values of the blood flow (FlowDef) and the simulation with the blood flow defined by the perfusion (PerfDef) shows that either type of information is useful for setting the model parameters.
Other geometries for the sink and sample sets and other connection strategies may also be used, for example spheres of one size with a volume equal to the total volume of the simulation space divided by the number of spheres. The total volume of the sink and sample sets is equal to the total simulation volume in this case, but voxels in the periphery of the simulation volume are not included in any set while the volume around the base of the vasculature is included in several sets. This leads to a higher local perfusion in voxels enclosed by more than one sink set, as can be seen with our 10 3 cube sink/sample sets. For the FlowDef simulation the effective perfusion does not correspond well with the target set of two distinct perfusion levels.
In general, when the inclusion of sink/sample sets leads to a range of effective perfusion levels (FlowDef) or terminal branch flows (PerfDef) incompatible with the modelled situation, a more general Cube1-like simulation set-up is expected to produce better results. Next to the inclusion of sink/sample sets, the value of the effective conductivity can also be altered in order to describe this facet of the thermal influence of the missing vasculature. The combination might prove useful, but is beyond the scope of this paper showing the use of the sink and sample sets.
When faced with partially reconstructed vasculature, sink and sample sets can be used to model the thermal behaviour of the missing vasculature. Another option is to add a number of artificial vessel segments to the reconstructed vasculature, for example using the program VAMP (Van Leeuwen et al 1998) . The problem with this option is obtaining a parameter set yielding a discrete vasculature with a thermal influence similar to the influence of the genuine vasculature. This method has the advantage that the effective conductivity behaviour of the missing vasculature can be incorporated elegantly and the end points of the terminal branches can be distributed according to the perfusion. A disadvantage of this method is the fact that the resolution with which the tissue is modelled needs to be sufficiently high in order for the produced vasculature to be able to form meaningful exchange and estimation sets (Van Leeuwen et al 1997a, b) .
The possibility of including sink and sample sets enlarges the number of degrees of freedom of the model considerably. This huge parameter space shows the flexibility of the model. An experimental validation of this model together with establishing a recipe for setting the model parameters is the subject of current research (Raaymakers et al 1998) . Simulation of bovine tongue heating experiments, using optimal data acquisition techniques, offer an ideal model verification test site. When the optimal model parameter set is determined, the influence of suboptimal data acquisition can be investigated.
